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Last time

- Project Plan presentation ✓
- Show Plate ✓
- Understand discretisation method ✓
- Milestone Presentation ✓
- Main Simulation (moving plate) ✓
- Add sand (rigid bodies) & collision handling in progress
- Add sound X
- Different shapes X
- Amount of sand X
- GUI rework X
Now

- **Minimal**
  - Project Plan presentation
  - Show Plate
  - Understand discretisation method
  - Milestone Presentation
  - Main Simulation (moving plate)
  - Add sand (SPH) & collision handling
  - Add sound

- **Desired**
  - More shapes

- **Bonus**
  - Different shapes
  - Amount of sand
  - MORE shapes
  - Ghost mode

- **Extra Bonus**
  - GUI rework
  - MORE shapes
  - Ghost mode